EMEP/EEA Guidebook publication process 2009

- Following this TFEIP/EIONET meeting, EEA will publish all the TFEIP 'technically-endorsed' chapters on the EEA website.

  (following the request from EMEP SB that the TFEIP-endorsed chapters should be made available to experts before formal approval from SB later in the year)

- The old (2007) GB version will still be available as an archived version (as are all earlier GB versions)
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- The EMEP SB meeting in Sept will formally approve the GB, before the EMEP EB meeting in Dec endorses the recommendation from the EMEP SB.

- Between May and the EMEP SB meeting, EEA has offered to undertake a language edit/proofing of all GB chapters. So some minor editorial changes & corrections will therefore still be made to the TFEIP-approved chapters.

- Following the GB approval at the EMEP SB meeting, the 2009 GB will be formally launched jointly by EMEP & EEA (probably October)